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Decision

Competitor

1

Nicholas Barker

2

Stuart Bovey

3

Glenn Richards

4

Stefni Baigent

5

Liam Sceats

6

Darron Curphey

7

Stephen Armstrong

8

Lee Zeltwanger

9

Liam Sceats

ST1

Darron Curphey

Alleged Rule Breach
It is alleged that you have: breached Schedule Z, Article
13.2 (1) (a) (iii) causing a red flag during Qualifying at
Turn 8.
It is alleged that you have: breached Schedule Z, Article
13.2 (1) (a) (iii) causing a red flag during Qualifying at
Turn 1.
It is alleged that you have: breached Schedule Z, Article
13.2 (1) (a) (iii) causing a red flag during Qualifying at
exit of Turn 10.
It is alleged that you have: breached 9.3 (2) crossing in
any direction of the deceleration zone.

Ruling
The Official rules that: Schedule P ‐A 42.4 causing a red flag/lights to be
The Official finds that: Your car 6 stopped on circuit causing a Red Flag to be
displayed during qualifying session and will be moved three (3) places back
displayed.
in the starting gird of your next race
The Official rules that: Schedule P ‐A 42.4 causing a red flag/lights to be
The Official finds that: Your car 125 stopped on circuit causing a Red Flag to
displayed during qualifying session and will be moved three (3) places back
be displayed.
in the starting gird of your next race
The Official rules that: Schedule P ‐A 42.4 causing a red flag/lights to be
The Official finds that: Your car 99 stopped on circuit causing a Red Flag to be
displayed during qualifying session and will be moved three (3) places back
displayed.
in the starting gird of your next race
The Official finds that: You did breach 9.3 (2) corssing in any direction of the The Official rules that: A 4Z.13 (a) crossing the pit entry line in qualifying,
deceleration zone.
deletion of fastest qualifying time up to that point.
The Judge of Facts ‐ Starts April Smith reports that: a false start was made at
The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4A.8 applies. 5 seconds added
the commencement of Race 12. Schedule Z 8.2 refers: Moving forward when
to your race time. A time penalty board was displayed during the race.
starting signal given.
The Judge of Facts ‐ Starts April Smith reports that: a false start was made at The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4A.7 applies. 10 seconds
the commencement of Race 2. Schedule Z 8.2 refers: Crossed grid line before added to your race time. A time penalty board was displayed during the
starting signal given.
race.
The Judge of Facts ‐ Starts April Smith reports that: a false start was made at The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4A.7 applies. 10 seconds
the commencement of Race 2. Schedule Z 8.2 refers: Crossed grid line before added to your race time. A time penalty board was displayed during the
race.
starting signal given.

It is alleged that you have: during race 17 you crossed
the put entry blend line while defending position.

The Official finds that: You crossed the pit entry blend line during race 17
(BMW E30). App 4 Schedule Z.10.2 applies.

The Official rules that: Penalty App One Schedule P A4Z.10* applies. $200.
5 seconds added to your total racex time for race 17 (BMW E30)

The Judge of Facts ‐ Starts April Smith reports that: a false start was made at
the commencement of Race 2. Schedule Z 8.2 refers: Moving forward when
starting signal given.

The Clerk of the Course rules that: Penalty A4A.7 applies. 5 seconds added
to your race time. A time penalty board was displayed during the race.

It is alleged that you have: breached Z, Article 8.2.
Crossed grid line before starting signal given.

Finding

The Steward finds that: The Clerk of the Course has requested that the
Stewards set aside Decision 6 due to inconsistent information that had been
The Steward rules that: We accept the rectification proposed by the Clerk
provided to Competitors related to the split between the classes and how this
of the Course. Decision 6 is rescinded
split would be managed.
The Stewards have the authority to do this under NSC 77 (10)

